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Sharp and to the Point 

In This Issue: 

‣ A Word From Our President                   

‣ Shows and Member Awards           

‣ Meet Dyanne Locati and Enjoy her article “The Battle to Make An Abstract Painting”                    

‣ How Has Self-Isolation Affected Your Creativity 

‣ Reminders and Updates  

                

                           A warm welcome to Sandra Phifer 
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We are all so fortunate to have art as our salvation from 
boredom.  Every day I wake up excited to work on a colored 
pencil piece.  My groceries are being delivered, my husband is 
working from home so I get to see him more, and my 
granddaughter video chats with me every day. This self-isolation 
definitely has an upside.  I am looking forward to seeing what all 
of you are doing with your artwork.  We will keep you posted as 
to when we can meet as a group.  Everything is on hold right now. 

We have 22 members working on the 3-inch circle for the group 
project.  Of course, we still don't know if the convention in Florida 
will actually happen or not.  Either way, we will be ready. We can 
always save it for next year.  In the meantime, please save all of 
your "shorties" so that we can make a beautiful frame out of 
pencils in June. 

Happy drawing! 
Barbara

  A Word From Our President 

Members: Shows and Awards 

Virginia Carroll’s Colored Pencil piece was awarded 1st 
Place at the Sonoran Arts League, 2020 Top Shelf 

Invitational, Small Works exhibit, in Cave Creek at their 
Center for the Arts Gallery. The piece is "The Love For Three 

Oranges".
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Barbara Dahlstedt--3rd place Drawing & Mayor's Award 

Dyanne Locati-- Honorable Mention Painting

Elliott Everson-- 3rd   Mixed Media

Celebration of Artists at the West Valley Art 
Museum Exhibit: Winners 

“To practice any art, no matter how well or badly, is a way to make your soul grow. 
 So do it.” 

 Kurt Vonnegut 



What is your background and how long have you been using colored 
pencil? 
  
My art background started with drawing, painting and design in college. Then, I started taking various art 
related workshops and classes that are offered in art organizations. I continue to take advantage of art 
educational activities in painting and clay sculpture. My first colored pencil workshop was in 1986 with Bet 
Borgeson in the Portland, Oregon area. I thought this would be useful in making colored drawings for my 
watercolor paintings. Well, that was my wake-up call. I realized then, that colored pencil is a medium that can 
stand on its own. I have been using and promoting colored pencil artwork since that time. 
In 1989 was instrumental in helping to form our society in Portland, OR. I arranged the first membership 
meeting; wrote the first bi-laws with district chapters as an important element; asked my attorney and CPA to 
help us form our group and apply for our 501-C3 – non-profit status. 
For six years, I served as the Executive Vice President and Exhibition Director for CPSA, I handled all aspects 
of our Conventions and traveled the United States teaching workshops and judging art shows for various 
district chapters. 
  
What inspires your work? 
  
I usually think of one word, such as “Nature” or “Tapestry” and start a series using a word as my motivation. I 
work in a variety of mediums and substrates… each one builds on the next. Often my artwork is built around 
travel. I take photos; however, I don’t follow the photographic image. I allow the mood and atmosphere to 
take over and use that as my inspiration. 
  
Are you a full-time artist If not, what else do you do? 
  
All art related activities are my main focus. I belong to many art organizations that take up time with various 
committees and meetings. I spend many hours in my home studio working on creating artwork or preparing 
for art demonstrations and teaching workshops. 
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Meet Dyanne Locati! 



 
What are you proudest about in your work and have you won any awards? 
  
I’m honored and proud of many aspects in my art career. My work has been published in many books, both in 
the United States and European countries. My Colored Pencil piece is on the cover of “The Best of – Colored 
Pencil 4”, published in 1997 by Rockport Publishers. This book showcased the artwork juried into the 4th 
CPSA International Exhibition held in San Diego, CA. I have had the honor of my artwork selected for 
collections, such as the Oregon State University’s permanent collection. I’m very proud of many awards that 
I’ve won. First, the best abstract in the National Watercolor Society International show. Also, an Award of 
Excellence in a Western Federation of Watercolor Societies show, which consists of 11 watercolor societies 
west of Mississippi. I also won the 3rd place award in our second annual Colored Pencil Society International 
show. 

  
Do you promote your work? 
  
Yes, I do promote my artwork in a variety of ways. I enter shows and put my artwork out for the public to see. 
For over 25 years, my artwork has been in the Portland Art Museum’s – Rental Sales Gallery. Each piece is 
juried into the gallery by three different jurors. I announce and send invitations to promote shows, sales and 
publish accomplishments on Facebook. 
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How Has Self-Isolation Affected 
Your Creativity?

Barbara’s Dahlstedt 
For me, the self-isolation has given me more time to focus on 
creating art.  I am disappointed in all of the show and workshop 
cancellations, but I am using this time to get inspired and do some 
of the projects that have been on the back burner.  Daily walks in 
my neighborhood with my camera have given me some incredible 
inspiration!  Luckily I was able to go to the Renaissance Festival 
before all of the social distancing happened.  My latest piece is 
inspired by a photo I took of one of the knights at the joust.  I call 
it, Knight and Day, 22x28 inches, Prismacolor and Artstix on 
Stonehenge (fawn).  I will be entering it in the CPSA online 
exhibition this year. 

Virginia Carroll 
I have been trying some new techniques and having fun! I tried sgraffito 
on the drafting film that I have been accustomed to using and trying 
out a new Drafting Film of which I heard on the Facebook page 
Artworks on Drafting Film. It is .005 Grafix matt both sides drafting 
film and I put it through its paces using all kinds of stuff....moving 
pencil around with a stiff bristle brush and a soft bristle brush and 
using a little solvent, but most of all, I found that I can use it with my 
Icarus Board, which I couldn't do with my other drafting film because it 
buckled. 
I've been cooking more, too....not a good thing because it means I've 
been eating more as well! All my efforts to control my weight have gone 
down the drain (temporarily, I hope!).... 
Hope you are staying well 
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Scott Adams 
This time away has forced me to clear out my drawing table. Now I 
can actually use it! I’ve attached a photo of my drawing station and a 
small pen & ink drawing I’ve done recently. 
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Maureen Lueck 
 At the last DC-212 meeting I brought a picture I was doing on Lux Archival sanded paper. I 
was disappointed and decided to try the same picture with Pan Pastels (and lots of different 

colored pencil brands) on my favorite surface, Stonehenge. This 
my first experience with Pan Pastels and am using them over and 
under the pencils. I’m loving them so much I ordered more colors. 
Sorry I’m not farther along with this to show results, but I’m 
really slow!   
Stay Well! 

Mary Cooper
My creativity is at an almost all time low right now. I miss my class sessions and creative friends, but 
I was not too motivated before we quarantined ourselves.  We are both in our 80's and both have 
compromising health issues so it was a necessary step.  We stopped our housekeeper service and I 
started doing my own house cleaning.  In so doing I noticed how really bad my tile was looking.  So 
I started cleaning the grout. My floors look great and I am almost finished with the project.  Next 
week I really plan to start a pencil project on wood that I have been wanting to get to. Besides the 
floors I am still playing golf 3 x/wk and I try to walk some each week when not playing golf, so I 
guess I don't have time to be creative.  I will change that I think of my CP friends often and wish 
them all good health during this siege. 
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Amber Pierson 

I am an introvert so not much changed, but I am learning some new things, like ordering on 
Instacart! The Drawing Studio is going to be moving to online, so I’m learning how to teach 
through Zoom.  I tried a piece on the pastelmat that was discussed last meeting, I like it, only find 

erasing difficult.  Hope you are well! 
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Dates to Remember 

To keep everyone safe and healthy we will have to cancel our meetings until 
the fall. 

June 6 
We are still planning on putting together our group project for those participating.  
Simply mail your artwork to Barbara and she will put them in her 3-inch punch 
(remember to make your circle piece larger than 3 inches [3-1/4 inches] so that there will 
be a little trimmed off.  Please don't sign your piece on the very edge because it will get cut 
off).  They are due June 6th.  Barbara’s address is 42411 N. Stonemark Dr., 
Anthem, AZ 85086. 

Starts May 4 
Strathmore 2020 Online Workshop Series 
Workshop 1  
Our workshops are completely FREE!  They are self-paced and after a video lesson is 
released it remains open until December 31, 2020.   
Supply List Now Available! 
View Supply List Here 
https://www.strathmoreartiststudio.com/2020-supplies-workshop1/ 
Make sure you've got all your materials ready so you can get started right away and follow 
along with Justin as he demonstrates: 
How to Draw Portraits 
Instructor: Justin Maas 
Justin Maas will show you how he creates his stunning, dimensional portraits. You will get 
an introduction to the materials Justin uses, then he’ll delve into how to start a portrait; 
choosing your subject and your reference, the difference between the block in vs. rendering 
stage, and the ‘Maas method’ for blocking in. Then you’ll get the chance to put everything 
into practice as Justin walks you through two portrait demos; one on Toned paper with 
white charcoal and graphite, and the other on white paper with colored pencils. 

More information here  https://www.strathmoreartiststudio.com/groups/
workshop-1-2020/ 
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Tentative August Show at Arts HQ in Surprise, Arizona  
Timeline:  
Aug. 1, 2020  Send Virginia artwork information plus entry fee to Virginia (Thank 
you for making the tags!)💕  
Aug. 22, 2020    Deliver artwork to Arts HQ (Time: 10 am).  Begin hanging the 
show. 
Aug. 27, 2020    Exhibit opens 
Sept. 3, 2020     Reception/Demo/Awards (Time:?) 
Sept. 24. 2020    Exhibit ends 
Sept. 25, 2020    Takedown show (Time: 10 am) 

To pay for the space, awards, ribbons, and refreshments we feel a $10 per entry fee 
would be necessary to cover costs.  As an incentive to get more entries, we would 
offer 4 entries for $30 for our members. 
We will need 60-80 pieces to fill the space.  Also, we need some volunteers 
to do demonstrations at the reception. 😀  
  
Arts HQ address is  16126 N Civic Center Plaza, Surprise, AZ 85374 
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Last Minute Good News! 

Mary A. Carlson’s “Crotons in Puerto Vallarta," will be 
published in International Artist Magazine #133, June /

July issue. Mary will have a page in Florals& Gardens 
Challenge. 
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